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BREAKTHROUGH FUR roU"UTION DISABLED - Four key federal departments
join several cabinet ministers in break with Ilealth and Welfare on
F~vironmental Sensitivity, ("Twentieth Century Disease").

Two of the departments, Environment Canada and Secretary of State,
will underwrite costs for the second annual conference of people
disabled by pollution. Funding for the conference will be given to
the Human F£ology Foundation of Canada, sponsors of the April 4th
event at the Kent Street Holiday Inn in Ottawa. Coverage of this
conference - "Environmental Health, Chemical Disability" - is
greatly needed. As with other disabled groups, our biggest problem
is lack of public awareness.

Environment Canada and Secretary of State join Treasury Board, CMHC,
and several cabinet ministers in helping victims of the condition.
Treasury Board recently stated it will do "anything necessary" to
help public servants affected, as it helps employees suffering other
illnesses. CMHC has provided residential rcl.abilitation funding.

The environmentally sensitive hope these measures, along with the
stated support throughout cabinet, will go a long way to end
discriminatory attitudes created about five years ago, when Health
and Welfare said the condition didn't exist, and that people
affected were imagining their symptoms. (It's funny no one says
trees in an acid rain forest are simply upset because skies are
grey.) On the basis of an absence of information, (ignorance),
Health and Welfare contradicted the real experience of several
thousand Canadian citizens. The damage caused is immeasurable.
Some victims even committed suicide.

We expect Mr. Epp will someday catch up to his colleagues on this
matter, although he himself has been somewhat disabled by the
demonstrated (and in most cases self-admitted) lack of expertise
within Health and Welfare staff, and a sanctimonious attitude in his
own office.

Meanwhile, many of the disabled remain unaware pollution is causing
their symptoms. Unless the problem is recognized and dealt with
many thousands more people will suffer the effects, which range, in
the words of a provincial commission report in Ontario, from "mild
discomfort to total disability".

Sincere thmUcs to those who have helped us thus far.
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